FactSet: Creating a League Table

Click **Idea Screening** at top of the FactSet screen

Under **Transactions**, click **Factset Mergers (Mergerstat/MergerMetrics)**

Creating a custom League Table is a three step process:

1. Build your search filters
2. View the results
3. Select the type of League Table you want:
   a. Specific: Both Financial Advisors; Target Financial Advisors; Acquirer Financial Advisors
Following is an example of building a search for completed M&As in the Health Services industry for the past 3 years

**Step 1: Build your custom search**
**Step 2:** Click View to run the search and generate the deals
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**Step 3:** In upper left of the screen, pull down View, select League Table, and then under Financial Advisors, select the role (Both Financial Advisors, Target Financial Advisors, Acquirer Financial Advisors)
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Click on the Financial Advisor to view the specific deals
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